 Replace the file name, date & time with
those for observation (approximation is
OK for date & time) in this header part.

!!ATTENTION!! - Important convention in OPE file:
ANY=PARA1=*** PARA2=xxx …
 This is substituting “PARA1=*** PARA2=xxx …”
entirely to a variable “ANY”. Later, this set of
parameters is referred as “$ANY” in a command.

Lines starting with “#”
are for comments.

 “Sky monitor” is a GUI to display current locations of objects/target fields on the
sky which is used in the Subaru summit control room. Simply write down names and
target coordinates here in the above format. Add lines as necessary for more than
one target fields following the same format.

 Put S2O file names used in your
observation. .

• TESTS2O is just to do a test read of the content of S2O file, and LOADS2O is to load the
S2O file to the instrument control system. CHECKSKY additionally checks the sky condition
of the target field by pointing the telescope and taking images of CCS.
• Replace “$S2O_SSA22_CBS” with yours. Add lines as necessary in the same format for
more than one target fields.

Check if the information in
“$S2O …” is given correctly.

• SETUPFIELD moves the telescope, configures fibers, does field acquisition and starts auto
guiding. Usually observers need to edit none of the parameters but the “$S2O_...” part, where
the correct S2O file information is mandatory.

• ECH_CHECK_FOCUS is for a focusing operation. MINFOC and MAXFOC define the
scanning range of focus values and NPOINTS specifies the number of sampling points. SS
handles them at a night.
• NORMALBS is to take exposures with the telescope dithered in the NBS mode. BS_DRA1 &
BS_DDEC1 are the parameters to specify the dithering scale in RA & DEC respectively, in the
unit of arcsec. Observers can make lines of NORMALBS with different combinations of
BS_DRA1 & BS_DDEC1 for a preferred dithering pattern. They can also specify a phrase for
“OBJECT” FITS header keyword in the parameter “OBJECT=…” here.

• Same command sequence as in the former page, but those for CBS and PAS mode.
CROSSBS (GETOBJECTN) is used here instead of NORMALBS to take exposures with
(without) the telescope dithered, respectively. CROSSBS takes care of not only dithering but
also switching guide star set depending on the telescope position (all the necessary information
is in an S2O file).

(This part is for commands to take domeflat, arc, and dark data. Details of these
commands are skipped here because observers usually do not need to edit them.)

(This part is for commands to test & check, so details are skipped here because
observers do not need to edit them.)

